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To aZZ ??h???, it may concern; 
Be it known that I, JACOB N. McINTERE, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at New 
York, in the county of New York and State 

5 of New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Cue-Trimmers, of 
which the following is a full, clear, and ex 
act description, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawings, forming part of this 

to specification. 
My invention relates to “cue-cutters, or 

what are, more properly speaking, “cue-trim 
Iners,' and is an improvement on that species 
of device for trimming the end of a billiard 

15 cue previous to retipping it in which a sta 
tionary knife is used, against which the end 
of the stick to be trimmed or shaved off is 
abutted and by which the wood is sheared off 
by turning the cue relatively to the knife 

20 while pressed up against it. This species 
of cue-trimmer has been made heretofore 
Sometimes with a cutter the shearing-edge of 
which extended radially from the center to 
the circumference of the bore of the tubular 

25 stick-holder of the device and sometimes with a knife-edge extending diametrically 
across the entire bore; but in the latter con 
struction the knife has been set always with 
its edge in a line slightly oblique to a plane 

3o or line transverse to the axis of the bore of 
the stick-holder, and in practice it has been 
found difficult, if not impossible, to either 
trim off the cue end square-i. e., in a plane 
transverse to the axis of the tapering cue-or 

35 avoid cutting away too much of the stick at 
each trimming operation. 
Another defect in or objection to the cue 

cutters having the knife-edge arranged across 
the bore of the holder and in an oblique line, 

4o as they have heretofore been made, is that 
the usual knife-holding plate or disk, though 
usually centrally perforated, obstructs a free 
and immediate discharge from the device of 
the chips cut, so that the operator cannot see 

45 exactly how the end of the cue is being cut, 
and as the oblique knife cuts the stick with 
a helical shaving the cut is often made too 
deep before the operator discovers just how 
the tool is working. 

I propose by my improvement to provide So 
for use a cue-trimmer of the species alluded 

to which shall be free of the defects above 
mentioned, that will be exceedingly efficient 
and desirable in operation, and that will be 
simple and economic of manufacture, While 55 
at the same time strong and durable. 
To these main ends and objects my inven 

tion consists, essentially, in a cue-trimme!' 
composed of a tubular handle-like holder 
and a knife or cutting blade fastened to one 6o 
end thereof and arranged with its edge dia 
metrically of and in a line transverse to the 
axis of the bore of said holder, the Said bore 
and its transverse cutter being all exposed to 
view in a manner and for the purposes which 65 
will be herein presently fully explained, and 
as will be most particularly pointed out in the 
claim of this specification. 
To enable those skilled in the art to which 

my invention relates to make and use cue- 7 O 
trimmers embodying the same, I will now 
proceed to more fully describe my improved 
construction, referring by letters to the ac 
companying drawings, which form part of 
this specification, and in which I have shown 75 
my invention carried into effect in that pre 
cise form of tool or device which I have so 
far made and used. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is an end or top 

view of a cue-trimmer made according to my 8o 
invention. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal Section at 
the line acac of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a perspective 
view of the holder or hand-piece with a por 
tion broken away. Fig. 4 is a longitudinal 
section at line if y of Fig. 1. 

In the several figures the same part will be 
found always designated by the same letter 
of reference. 
The handle-like tubular holder is made, 

preferably, of wood of any desired pattern or 9o 
design which may be comfortably grasped 
by the hand of the operator, and with a cen 
tral cylindrical (or slightly tapering) bore b', 
and in practice I have found it desirable to 
make this part about the size I have shown 95 
it in the drawings, though both the size and 
shape of this holder part may be varied more 
or less, if deemed expedient. The bore b° 
should, however, be made of such size that it 
will accommodate within it, loosely, as shown Ico 
by dotted line at Fig. 2, a cue of the largest 
diameter. 
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At Fig. 1. I have shown by a dotted circle 
the end of a cue of a botli, the Smallest diame 
ter at the tip end, for the purpose of illus 
trating an operation to be hereinafter ex 
plained. 

Cl is a klife or netallic Cutter which is made, 
as show), of about Semicircular contoul in 
plan or top view, (see Fig. 1) but the blade 
portion of which is both bent and tapered 
downwardly, as best shown at Fig. 2. This 
cutter or knife Cl is seculely fastened down 
to the top surface of the slightly-raised portion 
f of the end of the holder lo by means of two 
wood-screws c c, and it is arranged, it will be 
Observed, so that when fastened in its work 
ing position its cutting-edge will cross the 
upper end of the bore l' diametrically and 
in a line transverse to the axis of said bore. 
The edge of knife C should rest, by prefer 

ence, in contact with that part of the end of 
holder lo which it overlies, and by having 
the projecting part f of the holder made full 
low a perfect and forcible contact of the edge 
of the knife with the end of handie ly will be 
always assured ill assenbling the parts in the 
process of man la fact tre of the article or in 
replacing the cutter C, whenever it may have 
been taken of for resha'pening. I have 
Sometimes made the edge of the knife Ct 
slightly concave, instea di of straight, with 
good effect. 

I have found ti e degrees of ta per shown of 
the upper and lower bent portion of the knife 
(4 to work well, though minore or less variation 
there of may be made, and, of course, were the 
under surface of this bent portion of the cut 
t er made with moro, or less obliquity to the 
top surface of the holder to the part f of the 
latter would have to be made to project cor 
respondiingly more or less, compared with 
what is shown in the drawings. 

It Will be observed til at i f anade of wood 
the halidle can be cheaply manufactured, 
as it needs only to be turned up approxi 
mately to a given exterior size and pattern, 
With a bore U extending through it, and to 
their have the greater portion of its squared 
Off upper end sawed cross-cut and then 
slightly cut in the direction of the length at 
the vicinity of shoulder e to form the pro 
jecting cutter-seat f. 

In using the device or tool show in the han 
de lo may be graspel in the left hand and 
the cle inserted, as indicated by dotted lines 
at Fig. 2, whereupon, with the butt of the cue 
preferably resting on the floor, the operator, 
ly grasping the body of the stick in his right 
hand and simultaneously turning it in the di 
rection indicated by the arrow at Fig.1, presses 
the knife-edge forcibly into contact with the 
cule end, and the latter will be evenly sheared 
Or shaved off by the knife. 

In operating the tool, as I have just ex 
plained, the device is held (in the left hand) 
with its cutter C. nearest the body of the per 
Son using the tool, and in turning the cue, as 
explained, it is best to keep the latter pressed 
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laterally toward that side of tile bore ly i Gir 
est to the body of the operator, especially if 
the cue be of full diameter, as other wis in 
the cutting or dressing operation a sligit feat 
may be left initially at the center of this le 
end. 
The dotted circle at Fig. 1, which re)'s 

the end of a small-sized cue, ili ustrates ili 
correct or best position of the cue ent while 
turned (substantially on its ow} axis) to ef 
fectuate the cutting. Of course these gotii 
tions may be Soine what reversed by the () er 
ator holding the cue still and til "ning (i un 85 
opposite direction) the holder ty. 
As both the cutting-edge of the knife ... l. 

the cue end are exposed to view, the operator 
can easily see how the knife works, alti as 
there is not the slightest impediment to the 85 
free escape of the chips by keeping then 
blown off while working the use of the tol 
can do the work with great niciety, ma nii) tu 
lating the cue and cutter conjointly, so as ! () 
shave or trin off the least amount of St ('k go 
necessary to properly dress the e nel ( È i ine 
stick for the reception of its new tip or “ ( : : - 
er.” This is of considerable importail (: , f, , 
as every roon-keeper knows, successive i i"ill 
mings of the cues, which have often to lo : 'e- 95 
ieathered, often shortens the ciles so : ' 'i- 
ally in a little while as to spoil or change t is ir 
“balance,’ to the dissatis faction of the i si: A 
er's or users of the cues. 

Unless the stock of the cue at the viti ? O? 

of its end shall have become slightly 
down or slivered, (which does not oft 
cur.) the least possible amount of the \ 
should bet rimmed of for the reti pils ( ) 
tion, and in practice, with inny improved 
or device, this desired end is easily agri:- 
plished. 
The cutter (tissecurely held in place (au lier 

a cheap construction) by the screws cc, wiile 
at the same time there is permitted an ili;aj: eº rº 
ceptible degree of spring or yield to the cit 
ting-edge that facilitates its perfect. (: 
tion. 

I OS 

? ? ? 

by Letters Patent, is- I 15 
A cue trimmer composed wholly of the till 

lar holderly formed with a projection e, wh: : 
to one side of the bore; a cutter (t, for the 
with a bent and tapered portion, having its 
edge transverse, or at right angles, to the x is 2 o 
of the bore b”, and crossing the end of Sad 
bore diametrically and with a body () 'ii) 
resting on the projection e, and the sectil 
bolts, or screws c, operating to fasten the knife 
directly to the tubular holder; the whole cit - I 
Structed and operating in the nanner a, il ' ' 
the purpose herein before set forth. 

In Witness where of I have hereti int(, si . :} \" 
hand this Sth day of June, lS95. 

J. 
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N. A CIN . 
In presence of 

B. R. RYAN, 
N. A. QUIEENAN. 

  


